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Abstract
The theory of Adventure Time suggests that a nuclear bomb’s blast provides enough energy to push the
Earth into the path of a nearby comet. With the use of astro-dynamics and nuclear physics we find that a
Uranium-235 bomb with a mass of 8.73 × 1014 kg ± 97.63 % would need to be “detonated” on Earth to
successfully accelerate it into the path of the Adventure Time comet.
Introduction
Within the television series Adventure Time, the
Earth has a giant crater due to a comet colli-
sion. The favoured fan theory for this crater [1],
suggests that the Earth was ejected from its own
orbit by the force of a nuclear bomb and inter-
cepted the path of a nearby comet.
We ask how much Uranium-235 would be re-
quired to eject our own Earth into a similar
comet.
Theory
The closest comet to have passed Earth was Lex-
ell’s Comet in 1770 which passed the Earth (only
once) at 0.0151 AU [2]. We assume that the
comet in Adventure Time passes the Earth at
the same distance as Lexell’s Comet. We also
assume that Earth’s orbit is circular (but use
perihelion and aphelion values as the errors in
this assumption). Hence the path that the Earth
must take to intersect the orbit of the Adventure
Time comet is shown in Fig. 1, where we sug-
gest that the Earth takes a trajectory similar to
a Hohmann transfer orbit [3]. A process used to
transfer satellites from one orbit to another via
a change in velocity, except a second change in
velocity would not occur in this situation.
Figure 1: The orbits of Earth and Lexell’s Comet, in-
cluding the transfer orbit of Earth to intercept the comet.
Not to scale.
To calculate the energy required to move the
Earth out of our current orbit and into an el-
liptical orbit, the required change in velocity at
perigee can be found with Eq. 1 [3].
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where ∆v is the change in velocity of the
Earth, µ is the product of the mass Ms of the Sun
and the gravitational constant G, r1 is the radius
of the Earth’s semi major axis. r2 is the radius
of the comet from the Sun, at its point of closest
approach to Earth. In the above equation, the
mass of Earth is neglected when compared to the
mass of the Sun.
To provide an increase in velocity, energy is
required to move the Earth into its transfer or-
bit. For a nuclear detonation, only 50% [4] of the
energy is converted into the blast force, and so
twice the energy would be needed. The required
energy E can then be found in Eq. 2.
E = Me∆v
2 (2)
where E is the energy required for a change in
velocity of Earth, and Me is Earth’s mass. To
find the number of Uranium-235 atoms required
to produce energy E we used Eq. 3.
No =
E
EU235
(3)
where No is the number of Uranium-235 atoms
required to produce energy E. EU235 is the en-
ergy released by the fission of a single Uranium-
235 atom. The number of atoms is converted
into a Uranium-235 mass with Eq. 4 [5].
MU235 =
NoMr
NA
(4)
where MU235 is the Uranium-235 mass needed
for the transfer orbit. Mr is the molar mass
of Uranium-235 and NA is Avagadro’s constant.
Combining Eq. 1, 2, 3 and 4 produces Eq. 5
which is used to find the mass of Uranium-235
needed including its errors.
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Discussion
We used Eq. 5 to calculate the Uranium-235
mass required to accelerate the Earth. The vari-
ables used are defined below: µ is 1.33 × 1020
m3s−2; Mr is 0.235 kgmol−1 [6]; EU235 is 215
MeV [7]. Lastly r1 is 1.496 × 1011 m ± 2.510
× 109 m (error is equal to half the difference be-
tween perihelion and aphelion [8]), and r2 is r1
plus 0.0151 AU which equals 1.519 × 1011 m.
Substituting the variables into Eq. 5, the mass
of Uranium-235 needed to push the Earth into
the orbit of Adventure Time’s comet is 8.73 ×
1014 ± 2.07 × 1013 kg. The errors in this result
arise from the error analysis of r1.
Conclusion
The mass of Uranium-235 required to push the
Earth into the path of the comet is 8.73 × 1014 kg
± 97.63 %. However the Earth only contains 5.20
× 1012 kg of identified Uranium [9], and so our
Earth would avoid the same fate as Adventure
Time’s Earth.
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